Conveyor Pulleys & Lagging
Martin Sprocket and Gear (CCI)
Baldor Dodge
ASGCO® Arrowhead Lagging
Holz Slide-L

Couplings
Baldor Dodge
Martin Sprocket and Gear
Timken

Lubricators
Perma USA

Magnets and Metal Detectors
Eriez
Dings
Global

Material Handling
Martin Sprocket and Gear
- Screw Conveyors
- Bucket Conveyors
Maxi-Lift
Tapco

Motors
Baldor Dodge
Reliance
Hyundai
WorldWide
Marathon

Roller Chain
Baldor Dodge
Martin Sprocket and Gear
Jeffrey
Timken

Sheaves & Bushings
Baldor Dodge
Martin Sprocket and Gear

screens and Channel Rubber
ASGCO®
- Dura-Seal™
- SX3™
- Tri-Seal™
- Multi-Seal™
- Premium SBR
- EPDM
- Dura-Tuff™

Speed Reducers & Mounts
Baldor Dodge
WorldWide

Vibrators
Global
Vibco

Wear Liners
ASGCO®
- Armorite®
- X-Wear™
- X-Wear MDX™
- Urethane
Nitronic 30
Chromium Carbide
Valley Rubber
PolyHi / Solidur

Other
Bindicator
Conveyor Components
Bryant Telescopener
RPS